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Abstract:  IT has far reaching impact on all business and operations. Technology is making the lives easier for the people. In this 

fast moving era, there is a crunch of time and distance has also debarred people to meet frequently. At this phase, Social Media 

has become the most loved platform for marketing activities which will create thousands of followers in a very short span of time. 

YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Snap chat,  Telegram, Orkut, Twitter, LinkedIn, Hi5, Bebo etc  are some commonly 

used social networking sites. This paper examines the emerging role of social media in marketing activities. Dramatic shift is 

observed in the marketing mix of the companies from conventional methods to more technology based methods. It is successful in 

creating better reach, consumer engagements, brand awareness and improved customer services. Thousands of followers are 

increasing every day due to which conversations and interaction is possible with the individual followers on different social 

networking sites. This will help companies in gaining insight to the exact needs and desires of their existing and potential 

customers which can instill loyalty in them. Simultaneously large gap exist between consumer expectations and the original 

product delivered through social networking websites in terms of colour, quality, damage, receivable of different items etc. 

Sometimes consumers have to face lots of other problem due to inadequate and delayed information. Most of the websites are not 

prompt in responding to the issues raised by the consumers i.e. grievance redressal mechanism.   

 

Index Terms - Social Media, Marketing Mix, brand awareness, consumer engagements, customer service. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Millions of users are seen online liking, chatting, sharing, following, scrolling and commenting on the post on various social 

media platforms. India has quickly evolved into a converged digital communications market. It is the second largest telecom 

market with close to 1.2 billion subscribers and third largest Internet market which is nearing 500 million users. The Digital 

disruption has changed the market dynamics [4]. Whether you are an individual, a startup, small organization or a huge 

corporation, an online business and an ongoing discussion with your constituents is a baseline requirement and will devote a 

while and skills. Companies are diverting resources and rethinking their conventional outreach methods. And as the social media 

trend dissipates into the vast ocean of connected encounters, the word itself will become an entry in dictionaries and 

encyclopedias and we will embark on a new era of information, accessibility and encounters unbound by distance, time or 

physical walls. It's time that every organization adopts social media and takes it seriously! [1]. It has become most loved platform 

for consumers as well as for organisations.  

 

Social media marketing refers to the process of gaining website traffic or attention through social media sites. Social media 

marketing programs usually center on efforts to create content that attracts attention and encourages readers to share it with their 

social networks [3]. Consumers live in a world in which social media intersects with most aspects of their lives through digitally 

enabled social interactivity in such domains as travel (e.g., TripAdvisor), work (e.g., LinkedIn), food (e.g., Yelp), music (e.g., 

Spotify), and more [8]  

There are two advantages of social media that are essential to companies, they include 

 1. Cost decrease by decreasing staff time. 

 2. Increase of probability of revenue creation.  

Social media allows companies to: 
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 • Share their skills and information.  

• Tap into the wisdom of their customers.  

• Enables clients helping clients. 

 • Engages leads through client evangelism.  

Thus the advantages of social media include, Item achieve and interest, customer interactions through transactions, referrals and 

recognition management [1]. 

 

NEED OF THE STUDY. 

Today, we are in 21st century where people do not find time to meet and interact with each other. Social media helps in 

connecting with each other through social networking sites. Now people can stay far and yet remain connected 24x7. Thus, Social 

media helps not only in identifying the product but also gathering information about the product, comparing it with other similar 

product and can make final purchase decision.  Social media marketing usage and adoption as a new communication tools by 

organization and SMEs is increasingly globally and offers unique opportunities for small and medium enterprises and marketing 

researchers to undertake research that will have an impact [2]. Various studies are already done on social media marketing but this 

article will give systematic view of famous Social Media platforms used worldwide, their marketing strategies and problems 

faced by both businessman as well as consumer while using social media for marketing. Hence, this article is relevant in the 

current context. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To analyse various social media platforms used for marketing. 

2. To analyse the different marketing strategies used for better customer engagements on social media platforms. 

3. To study various problems faced by businessman doing marketing on social media and consumers while using social media 

 

VARIOUS SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS 

Social media gives freedom to express their views in their own styles. Incredibly powerful social media and mass use of smart 

phones has drastically increased the usage of social media by people of all age group. Twitter, YouTube, Linkedin, Google plus, 

Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, Pinterest and lot more are famous social media platforms which are available for interaction 

between not only for buyers and sellers but also for common people for chatting, sharing, liking, commenting on  pictures, text, 

reels, videos, asking questions/enquiry, following, blogging, vlogging, building community etc. Creating contest, campaigns, 

discounts, exclusive gift and coupons, offers, rewards are the new way of promoting sales on social media. Customize products 

and messages are the main point of attraction. Integration of offline and online advertising and sales promotion will ultimately 

lead to the conversion of potential customer into customer. Use of well designed videos and images gives better understanding of 

product to the customer thus helps in conversion. Live streaming videos and chat rooms are trending these days giving more 

exposure and unique real time interaction 

 

Many questions were answered automatically through Blogs and Vlogs. It provide complete review of the product using videos 

which will impart better and detailed description to the customers. Stories and Testimonials of followers and subscribers increases 

customer’s engagement and aids potential buyers to understand the product from different point of view. Facebook and Twitter 

promote product in real time and build customer. Constant reminders and updated information about the product is given to the 

followers and subscribers. Use of QR codes is also in trend to provide complete information. Helo, Trell, Houseparty, Vero are 

newer and better platforms in India which are different from Facebook, Instagram and Twitter but are used by top brands. 

Commonly used social media platforms are as follows 

Facebook - Facebook is the largest social media marketing to start the  local and global business. Diversity of the people with 

different age group use facebook to connect for friends and family, for built business relationship with current and new customers 

and for popularity of their brand. 

Youtube - Another important social media for marketing in today scenario is YouTube channel where large number of companies 

and people post their videos , share, comment on, follow, feedback and like other videos to explore them globally. 

Instagram - The organic reach of Instagram in form of social media marketing is high as compare to Facebook. This media is 

widely used for Lives, Reels, Stories, Influencer Marketing, and Social Shopping etc. 

 

LinkedIn - LinkedIn is considered a professional network of social media. But now days it also used to express company culture, 

build their personal brand, attract top talent, share industry news and insights  

 

Twitter - Many businessman use Twitter to provide customer service, news and trend of brands to influence the customers. Users 

of the twitter feel more optimistic about a brand when their tweet has been responded. 

Whatsapp – the most accepted messaging platform at the global level is Whatsapp which help the marketers in their business 

promotion through built healthy relationship with customers, low cost of marketing, wide publicity of their product and hassle 

free payment facility.  

 

 

MARKETING STRATEGIES AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS 

Social media usage, social media usage is on the rise worldwide, including in India [10]. Social media marketing provides 

companies with a way to engage with existing customers and reach new ones while allowing them to promote their desired 

culture, mission, or tone. Social media marketing has purpose-built data analytics tools that allow marketers to track the success 

of their efforts [9]. The role of marketing in the development of business is intact but the way it was executed is radically 
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changing due to contributions made by satellite communication and extensively developed scientific devices. Social Media is best 

defined in the context of the previous industrial media paradigm [7]. So, when people hear the term marketing what often comes 

to mind are images of advertisements on billboards, commercials on television, a 30-sec radio spot, or a myriad of other 

promotional tactics [6]. But with the emergence of technology more innovative tools came into scene for linking, sharing and 

collaborating. In today’s competitive world, brands are fighting for space in the minds of consumers. Though the traditional 

modes of advertising and marketing like television, print media and outdoor media still contribute to a major chunk of the 

advertising budget, they cannot be solely relied upon to ensure reach to the target audience. Using social media like blogs and 

networking sites for marketing of products is fast increasing its importance. Social media marketing is the latest ‘fad’ and here to 

stay. With sites like Face book, Orkut, LinkedIn, Twitter, You tube, etc. attracts more than 5 million users every day. Having a 

presence on these sites is a must for all marketing organisations. Besides attracting a large number of prospective customers, the 

cost of social media for advertising is comparatively much lower than the other mass media options. Hence it is a value for money 

proposition [5].  

Nowadays people are using social media for many reasons like fun, entertainment, to combat loneliness, exploring new trends and 

lot more reasons. Today various platforms are available to showcase your product and services. These platforms have become the 

fastest mode of marketing any product and services. Within seconds, millions of followers can be created with the one right 

strategy. In this way customer relationship management system will make more efficient and effective interaction between 

customer and the company. Better customer engagements by doing one to one communication with each new follower.  

Social media marketing strategies depend upon the ultimate goal of the company ranging from increasing brand awareness to 

boosting community engagements. Primary step is the selection of suitable social media which ultimately depends upon the goals 

of the organisation. Next step after the selection of social media platform is to find the target audience. Better understanding of 

audience is possible only with the help of proper research because different platform attract different audience like Facebook and 

YouTube are mainly access by high-earning user bases, Millennials and Gen Z are using Instagram and YouTube, Women on 

Pinterest, LinkedIn’s is for well-educated and so on… 

In the midst of extreme competitive environment, it is important to find out that which strategy will influences your target 

audience. Compelling stories, short videos, live streaming are the common ways to reach target audience. The content of 

advertisement, graphics, text and videos should be memorable and attractive.  

Focusing on developing data metrics and KPI is another addition towards achieving better results from social media campaign. 

Clicks, Hashtag, Likes help in analyzing the response of the audience. Responding your customers question at the perfect time is 

the best way to engage audience. Strong customer service has always been the key to attract and retain loyal customers.  

PROBLEMS FACED WHILE DOING MARKETING ON SOCIAL MEDIA 

A. From businessman/firm point of view 

1. Time Consuming – Many people think that social media is free but it is time consuming activity. Marketing on 

social media is not an easy task. Businesses who use social media activities on their marketing strategies realize how 

much time it takes to learn and execute all of them. 

2. Not suitable for all type of business - For new business, which do not have enough knowledge are not 

recommended to focus on social media marketing. 

3. Negative Feedback - People use social media to post their views on services which may be positive or negative. 

Sometime negative reviews may damage your reputation  

4. Competitor Exposure – While using social media for marketing means explore the work to whole world which 

result in rising the competitor in the market 

5. Problem of Privacy or security issue – Security and privacy is another important drawback of social media 

marketing. While doing business on social media company need to surrender information in both public and 

personal to increase their marketing efforts. It also attracts Hackers and unethical people. 

6. Risk of violation of privacy rights and mismanagement of electronic communication. 

B. From Customer point of view 

1. Receivable of wrong or different product or poor quality- Many times wrong product or different product was received 

by the customers. Sometimes products are not received or received products are of very poor quality.  

2. Absence of quick response from customer support system- Some time customer don’t get prompt reply or support 

from the team. This will definitely lead to loss of trust and loyalty among customers.  

3. Difficult to choose right product as too much content is available- today there are so many applications flooded with 

many products which creates confusion in customers mind and also leads to wastage of time  

4. Social media is addictive so it is time consuming- Nowadays screen time is very increased among the audience which 

is a wastage of time and leads to various problems. 
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5. Danger from Cyber bullying and Crime- The frequency of use of digital devices and internet has increased manifolds 

among all age of people. Due to which the chances of crime and cyber bullying has also increased especially among 

women’s. 

6. Mental health issues like anxiety, depression and exposure to unethical content is also another major problem which a 

common man is facing due to excess use of internet. 

7. FOMO (fear of missing out) problem is another psychological state where audience has a continuous fear in mind of 

missing any event. 

8. Fake identities- People create fake identities and ditch people. 

9. Privacy issues have always been a top concern for every individual. Everyone is bothered about whether their personal 

data and information is safe or not while accessing any application. 

10. Connectivity problems are still prevalent in rural areas. Most critical problem is when you are at the payment 

gateway and your network connection is lost, your amount is deducted but not credited and so on… 

CONCLUSION 

Recently dramatic shift is observed in the marketing mix of the companies from conventional methods to more technology based 

methods. Different platform attract different audience like Facebook and YouTube are mainly access by high-earning user bases, 

Millennials and Gen Z are using Instagram and YouTube, Women on Pinterest, LinkedIn’s is for well-educated and so 

on…Advertisers are successful in creating better reach, consumer engagements, brand awareness and improved customer 

services. Thousands of followers are increasing every day due to which customize conversations and interaction is possible with 

the followers on different social networking sites. This is helping companies in gaining insight to the exact needs and desires of 

their existing and potential customers which can instill loyalty in them. Focused goals, Right choice of platform, research on 

audience need, right strategy, timely response, Creating data metrics and KPI is the key to success. Simultaneously both 

advertisers and customers are facing myriad problems while using these platforms. Large gap exist between consumer 

expectations and the original product delivered through social networking websites in terms of colour, quality, damage, receivable 

of different items etc. Social Media Marketing is still in infancy stage, so let’s hope that with the time and experience problems 

will resolve soon. 
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